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Lecture Plan 
•  Introduction 
•  The LHC Collider 

– Introduction to the LHC  
•  The experimental challenges at the LHC 

– The experimental solutions 
•  The “general purpose” experiments 

– The CMS experiment 
– The ATLAS experiment 

•  First performance results of the experiments 
•  First physics with the ATLAS and CMS experiments 

– QCD, B-physics 
– EWK/Searches and the outlook  



•  Studies of general characteristics of minimum bias 
events (our future pile-up) 

•  Study of the underlying event in xxxxxxx collisions 
with a hard scattering 

•  Resonances/known particles 
•  Jet physics & QCD 
•  B-physics 
•  W,Z boson production at 7 TeV 
•  Top at 7 TeV  
•  Searches for new physics 
•  …   
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Underlying event 

Physcis Results obtained so far: 



Luminosity & Physics 



First Collisions at 7 TeV!

What are the characteristics of events at 7 TeV 
Number of particles? Correlations between particles? Jets? Heavy flavors? 



Event Types 

  6  
…Not always easy to classify individual events  



 pseudo-rapidity density of charged  hadrons at √s = 7 TeV 

Minimum bias events     Non-Single Diffractive event selection 

Rise of dN/dη in data stronger than currently used models 

Phys. Rev. Lett. : 105 (2010) 
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Charged Particles!



Triggers at Start-up 8 

• BCM: diamond detectors 
measuring rates connected 
to the beam background. 
Critical to establish safe 
conditions for the operation 
of inner detectors.  

BCM1 

BCM2 

HF 

BSC 

  Now with squeezed beams, 
deploy the full trigger menu 

• Trigger: Min Bias & Zero Bias 
– L1 Beam Scintillator Counters 
– L1 Trigger “BPTX” prescaled 

• Minimum Bias selection: 
– BSC  (OR 2 planes) + vertex:  ϵ ~ 90% 
– HF (E > 3 GeV  both sides): ϵ ~ 90% 

• Combined high ϵfficiency  

   7 TeV Start up:  
Work horse trigger = 
minimum bias triggers 

• Hadronic Forward   
– HF: 2.5 ≤ |h|≤ 5. 

•  Beam Scintillator planes 
– BSC: ± 10.5 m from IP 

• Beam Pick-up Timing 
– BPTX: ± 175 m from IP  

BCM2 



Charged Particles 

  9  

No corrections for diffractive components :particle density as observed 



  10  

Charged Particles 
PT spectra   & comparison with models 



Forward Energy Flow 
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MinBias event selection        Energy flow at different CM energies 

Ratio of the energy flow at 
 different energies 

Similar rise with collision energy  
as seen in dN/dη analysis  



Comparison of the Experiments 
• ATLAS selectes minimum bias events without separating 
diffractive components 
• Least Model dependend but hard to compare with 
other data as the measurement depends on the 
choosen phase space 

• Favoured by MC builders  
• ALICE & CMS exclude single diffraction, which has a 
model dependence (in practice it is not large) 
• Favoured by model phenomenologists  

• Future: we will release the measurements with both 
methods 
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The Diffractive component 
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Example Diffractive Event 
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We see diffractive events in the data !!  



Diffraction in the data 

  15  
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Energy in the most forward  
Calorimeter (HF) 
3<|η| 5 

Low energy indicates the 
presence of a rapidity gap 

Consistent with the MC 
expectations 

Evidence for Diffraction!



Multiplicity Distributions 
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Charged particle multiplicity  
        of the events 

 Minimum Bias event selection 
Unfolded charged particle 
 multiplicity distributions 
 (down to pT = 0 GeV/c) 
<pT> versus multiplicity 



Two Particle Correlations 
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Two particle angular correlations 

Effective cluster size 
PYTHIA 

CMS DATA 

Short range correlations  
Cluster size not described by eg PYTHIA  



Bose Einstein Correlations 
Correlations between two identical bosons (pions) √s = 0.9 and 2.36 TeV 

Multiplicity dependence 

   Q2=-(p1-p2)2 

MinBias events 
Use 7 reference 
 samples 
Combination of 
 all ref. samples  
√s = 0.9 TeV  
√s = 2.36 TeV 

Phys. Rev. Lett. 105 (2010) 032001  19 



Underlying Event Studies 

MinBias event selection, with additional requirement of a ‘hard’ scattering 
  via a track jet with pT > 3 GeV 
Study the particle density and scalar pT sum in the transverse region, for   
 particles with |η| < 2 and pT > 0.5 GeV  (uncorrected data) 

Model Comparison: DW = Standard Tune   CW = New Tune (pT0= 1.8 GeV, ε= 0.3) 

More food for MC model tuning… 

Underlying event activity at  √s = 0.9 
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Underlying Event Studies 
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MinBias event selection                  Analysis of the 7 TeV data 

Also: Jet Area/Median Approach Analysis 

Underlying event activity increases with factor ~2 at 7 TeV  
Significant increase of multi-parton interactions?   

7 TeV 7 TeV 

900 GeV 900 GeV 



Underlying Event Studies 
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 Event Shapes 



Inclusive Jet Cross Sections 
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Di-jet Cross Sections 
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Jet Cross Sections 

Anti-KT jet algorithm with R=0.5 



Jet Multiplicity 
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Data are more or less as expected, but still large experimental errors… 



More Di-jet Studies 
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Di-jets + Central Gap events 
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Azimuthal Decorrelations 
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Azimuthal Decorrelations 
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3 to 2 jet ratios 
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b-jet Cross Sections 
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b-Production Cross Sections b-Production Cross Sections 



35 Remember:  CMS = Compact Muon Solenoid!!  

Resonances → µµ 
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J/ψ → µµ and ee 
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Muons in the barrel detectors only 

ϒ → µµ 



Differential cross sections as a function of pT (in the null polarization scenario).  
The total cross sections are: (pT between 4-30 GeV and |η|<2.4)    
σ(pp→J/ψ + X)·BR(J/ψ→µ+µ−) = (289.1 ± 16.7(stat) ± 60.1(syst)) nb 
  and (|η|<2.0)  
σ(pp →Υ(1S)+X)·B(Υ(1S)→µ+ µ−)=(8.3±0.5(stat)±0.9(syst) ±1.0(lum))nb 
The systematic uncertainties are dominated by the statistical precision of the muon 
efficiency determination from data and by the uncertainty on the luminosity.  38 

J/ψ 

Υ 

J/ψ(Υ)→µ+µ- Differential/Total Cross Section 



Traditional approach: the B 
transverse decay length used 
to separate the prompt from 
the non-prompt component  

and to measure the prompt 
(non-prompt) differential  
cross section.  
Non prompt cross section: 
BR(J/ψ→µ+µ−)· σ(pp→bX→  
J/ψ+X’) = (56.1 ± 5.5(stat) ± 
7.2(syst))nb 
(pT>4GeV/c and |y| <2.4) 39 

Fraction of J/ψ→µ+µ- from B Hadron decays 
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J/ψ from B-hadrons 
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Production of heavy bosons:W/Z  
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Production of heavy bosons:W/Z  



ATLAS W/Z Studies 
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W cross section 
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W Asymmetry 
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Z cross section 
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CMS: W/Z Production (muon channel) 
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4530 W’s 
389 Z’s 

W/Z Production (electron channel) 



W Z 

W/Z Note: ~all major components of the 
measurements (efficiency, background, 
systematic errors etc) are carefully 
evaluated using data driven methods. 
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W/Z Production Cross Sections 



…And now we deploy everything for hunting the top 50 

W+jets 

Charge Asymmetry and W+jets 



Discovery of the Top Quark 

     1994 
   Top mass 
174 +/- 5 GeV 

i.e. this quark  
is as heavy as 
a gold nucleus 
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Top Quarks at the LHC  

TOP is the gateway to New Physics…!! 
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Top Channels Studied so far  

2 leptons + MET  
2 (or more) jets 

Electron  + MET + 
4 (or more) jets 

Muon + MET + 
4 (or more) jets 

Note: always 2 b-jets 
          MET = missing transverse energy 



µµ +Jets candidate event. 
2 muons with opposite charge 
2 jets, both with good/clear b-tags 
(and secondary vertices!) 
significant MET (>50 GeV) 

x [cm] 

y 
[c

m
] 

Preliminarily reconstructed mass is in the range 
160–220 GeV/c2 (consistent with mtop). 

2ndary- vertex 
6σ ellipse 

Top signals in CMS  

54 0.84 pb-1 of data analyzed 



Top candidate (muon+electron+ 2 jets) 
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Top Selections Top Selections 



Using the full statistics currently validated (0.84pb-1) and requiring at least 1 
jet b-tagged (secondary vertex tagger with ≥2 tracks; high efficiency with                                    
                                                                            ~1% fake rate) 

e/µ+jets 

For N(jets)≥3 we count  
30 signal candidates over a 

predicted background of 5.3 
15 expected signal event  

t-tbar events are observed in CMS at 
a rate consistent with NLO cross 
section, considering experimental 
(JES, b-tagging) and theoretical 
(scale, PDF, HF modelling, …) 
uncertainties. 

L=0.84pb-1 
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Lepton+ Jets Top Selection 



•  Full selection applied: Z-bosonVeto, |M(ll)-M(Z)|>15 GeV 
•  MET >30 (20) GeV in ee,µµ, (eµ); N(jets)≥2 

L=0.84pb-1 

L=0.84pb-1 

4 ttbar candidates (1eµ, 1ee, 2µµ) over a negligible background. 
Top signal at LHC established.  
First cross sections will come soon! 

ee/eµ/µµ 

ee/eµ/µµ 
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Di-Lepton+ Jets Top Selection 



Top candidates: e+ jets 
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Top candidates: muon+ jets 
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Muon + Electron + Jets Candidate 

  62  
In all,Top observed in CMS and ATLAS: first top in Europe!!  



Searches for New Physics 
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The power of the higher energy!!!  

How fast can we  
expect the LHC 
to take over from 
the Tevatron? 

Look at the parton 
luminosities  
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Exploring New Territory: Di-jets 
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Exploring New Territory: Di-jets 
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Exploring New Territory: Di-jets 



Search for W’ 
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But maybe the “New World” is far more 
weird than what we thought sofar… 

Recent developments in many models lead to the 
possible existence of heavy particles  that have 
unusual long lifetimes 
These can decay in the middle of the detector 
(nanoseconds) or live even much longer eg 
seconds, hours, days… 
This leads to very special detector signatures!   
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Long Lived Particles in Supersymmetry 
               Split Supersymmetry 
•  Assumes nature is fine tuned and SUSY is 

broken at some high scale 
•  The only light particles are the Higgs and the 

gauginos  
    - Gluino can live long: sec, min, years! 
    - R-hadron formation (eg: gluino+ gluon): 

slow, heavy particles containing a heavy 
gluino. Unusual interactions with material 

     eg. with the calorimeters of the experiments! 
      Gravitino Dark Matter and GMSB  
•  In some models/phase space the gravitino is 

the Lightest supersymetric particle (LSP) 
•  ⇒ NLSP (neutralino, stau lepton) can live 

‘long’ 
•  ⇒ non-pointing photons 

⇒Challenge to the experiments! 
Sparticles stopped in the detector,walls  
of the cavern, or dense ‘stopper’ detector.  
They  decay after hours---months…  

Arkani-Hamed, Dimopoulos hep-th/0405159  

K. Hamaguchi,M Nijori,ADR hep-ph/0612060 
ADR, J. Ellis et al. hep-ph/0508198  



Searches for Heavy Stable Charged Particles 
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Example: 
Heavy Stable  
Charged Particles 

Eg heavy stable  
gluino (R-hadron) 
or stop/stau 

First search limits  
using tracker de/dx 
and muon  
identification 

Result for 198 nb-1 

0 events after cuts 

95% CL limits  
on production cross 
sections of a few 
100 pb in the 200-300 
GeV mass range 
Eg. Gluinos> 284 GeV 
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Stopped R-hadrons or Gluinos!  
The R-hadrons may loose 
so much energy that they  
simply stop in the detector 

⇒ Special triggers needed, asynchronous with the bunch crossing  
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Eg when there is no beam! 

Can be studied in the experiments with cosmic data  



Stopped Gluinos 
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Search for HSCP that stop in the detectors  
and decay a long time afterwards (nsec, sec, hrs…) 



Preparing for SUSY Searches 
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100 pb-1 = end of 2010      
1000 pb-1  = end of 2011 

m 0 amd m 1/2 are universal scalar and  
gaugino masses at the GUT scale 

New Teritory 

Data driven methods in place Sensitivity to SUSY will come soon 

A Higgs discovery will likely need more data… 



Searches for Supersymmetry 
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An Interesting Event… 
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A few weeks back… 
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ATLAS Data for the summer conference 

Low luminosity but can already exclude some special SUSY regions with LHC 

4/8/2010 

70  nb-1 only!! 



•  Sizeable integrated luminosity 
is needed before significant 
insights can be made in SM 
Higgs search. 

•  However, even with moderate 
luminosity per experiment, 
Higgs boson discovery is 
possible in particular mass 
regions.  

Example Reach by end of 2011 
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• If the Higgs exist: LHC will discover it after 3-4 years of operation 
•  If the Higgs does not exist: LHC should see other new effects  

…And the Search for the Higgs 



Summary 
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•  CMS and ATLAS are very well advanced with the detector 
commissioning and calibration 

•  The experiments records physics data, following a well 
defined scheme, evolving with luminosity, for triggers and 
datasets and data distribution.  

•  Physics papers being completed on the 7 TeV collisions. 
Lots of results for ICHEP2010 on QCD, EWK, B-physics, 
and observation of the top. The first searches for new 
physics have started, and some go already beyond the 
limits of the Tevatron.    

•  CMS and ATLAS are ready for the ‘real game’  xxxxxxxxxx 
ie searches for new physics, and for the Higgs 

                                                and maybe soon… 
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END 


